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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Research and Development Utilization (RDU) program wa s estab-

lished in June, 1976 as an action research prOject of the National Insti-

tute of Education

clarify andAsolve

education through

. Operating until 1979, the pro:gran) help ed schools to

focal problems in the areas of basic skills and career

.the use of innovative:R&D products. A major NIE ohjec-

{ "tine in conducting the program was to learn more about the management of

the local school improvement prtcess and the role that externally devel-

oped R&D products can play in making it more effectiver To this end, in

Novemherr,1977, Abt Associates Inc. was contracted to conduct a study of

the RDU program which will continua until'1981.

NIE has identified three priority target groups for the restatp of

6

the Abt Associates' study: managers of change programs (including school-
. 4

based practitioners)y researchers, nd policy makers. Managers and prac-

titioners need to know what real' works if they are to solve educational

problems. Researchers," particularly applied researchers, need accurate in-

formation about programs and their results in order to develop more refined

concepts pd models of change_which will lead to improved practices in.the

future. Federal and state policy makers requite information that will al-r
low them to enact prcgrams,that will have the highest probability of- impact,

. .

given limited'finincial resources and other constraints.'

memorandum deals with the information needs of these policy

des4Fibes their perceptions of the potential policy implica-
,

RDU study for executive Ind legislative.decision-miking re-

Thii

makers.* It

Lions of \the

lated to education. It is based on 'interviews conducted in October, 1910

with leading educational policy 'makers in the National Institute of Edu-

cation, U.S. Department of Education, and the Congress. Each` official

was asked to comment on how they might be influenced by the general is-

sues driving the study aneby the pieliminary findings that,. hive emerged

after three yeirs.of.rese . These interviews weFe not Abt Assoofates'

first effort at inoreaaing,the pOlicy releva'nCe of theIRDU study - -once be-

fore, ih 1978, we queried many of these same policy makers to ascertain the

*Although the substance oft this memorandum may be relevant to prac-
titioners and resear6hets, the information needs of these radiances are
dealt with more extensively, in other riportk of thq Abeassociates study.' ,
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administrative and.legislative context o5 the RDU study and to insure that

the issues and questions on which the planned to focus were-appro-

priate. It is hoped that both sets of interviews will enhance the RDU

study's contribution to the design and managemene of dissemination programs

in education as well as to the organization and operation of future federal,

state, and local efforts to Improve schbols.

N

2.0 RDU PROGRAM AND STUDY -

LC.

2.1 Summary of RDU Program Objectives and Strategies

, The National Institute of Education (NIE) established the RDU Pro-

gram as a new dezoistration effort in disseminating educational materials.,

While its overall goal was to help scho s clarify and solve local problems, ,

Aw
three specific objectives drove the design of the program:

1 .

o' to help schools alleviate specific, locally defined
problems in the areas of basic skills and career
education:

A
A .

.7)

to.help school and. community personnel learn about
the products of educational research and develop-

,
ment; and .

. .

to increase understanding of how the local program.
. improvement process can be better managed and become

more effective.

/
The strategy for achieving thod-objectfVes involved the funding

of seven field designed projects thatwere to develop structures and pro-

cedpres td organize ilinkage system, or network of national, state,, and

other external resources, including information and human resources which
,

would beemade available to school personnel. Each project sought to devel-

opop a problem solving process whereby schools would systematically idettify

'their problems and then.select4and implement research-based products pr
.

icras 'to solve them.

In practice( the seven funded piojeCts had several common features.
,

. .

First, each project initially emphasized the use of linking agents to coor-

dinate the network of external resources that was developed at the project

level. Second, setch project ^developed a knowledge base, or pool of products

or practices that were screened for quality, availability, and transferabil-

ity.ity. Finally, the core of the RDU strategy wo,a to provide each participating

S 2
I



school or distridtwith as stance in following if sequence of problem

solving activities as shown in,Exhibit 1.

The .RDU program is unusual among fedrally,funded disasemiation

strategies bicause of its dual commitment to the dissemination and' use

of RSD products and the devlopment of local schobl capabilities to Solve

problems through the use of externally developed knowledge. Other fed-
., ,.

eral programs have tended to concentrate on either product dissemination

or local capacity building, but have not concentrated on an integrated

model for combining the two. /
Seven projects were supported by the RDU program for three years.

. .

Togethdr, the seven projects served more than 300 schools. projects were

regionally distributed, and inoluded the following:
t.

The Northwest Reading Consortium, involving the state
department of education and other agencies in Washington,
Oregon, /Ariake, and Idaho;

The Nat,ional Education Association ingervice Education
Project, operated in collaboration with the departments
of education and corresponding state education.alsoci-
ations in 12 states: Alabama, California, Iowa, Massa-
chusetts, Michigan: Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
'Tennessee, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming;

. The Consortium, operated by The NETWORK,'a non-profit.
research and service organization that coordinated the
efforts of agencies in six states: California, Connec-
ticut, Kansas, Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Washington;

The Georgia Research and Development Utilization Program;

The Pennsylvania School Improvement Program;

The Florida Linkage System; and

'The Michigan Career Education Dissemination Project.
This product was operated by the state department of
education as were the projects in Georgia, Pennsylvariia,
and Plorida.

2.2 - Abt Associates' Study of the RDU Program

,*
In 1977, Abt Associates Inc., asocial science research.firm based

fii Cambfidge, Massachusetts, was contracted by NIE to bonduct a study of

the RDU program. Thestudy was intended to oontribute.to the understanding

Oftrational problem solving in local schools by examining how schools util-
.

ize externally developed R&D products to improve administrative procedures,

and instruCtiOnal practices. The study also planned to increase the store

I
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Exhilit 1

RDU PROBLEM SOWING_PROCESS

4.

Systematic
Needs Assess -

ment or
problem
dentification

/1

*

Examination of
'Alternative
Solutions to
Problem,

expeciarly'
R&D Products

Selection
of a
Specific
Solution

Implementation
of the
Solution`

5,
3`
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Evaluation and.
Incorporation
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salving process
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of knowledge about the design, operation, and results of dissemination pro-

grams in education. /t,was to ihdress seven major issues:

how relationships' are managed between various agenci s -
which have the expertise and resources to help local

schools solve problems;

to what degree an intervention program such, as RDU can
help schools overcome barriers to successful problem
solving (such as limited access to information or lack
of planning, skills, etc.);

to what degree theproducts of educatiodU R&D are
relevant to the problems and contexts of local
schools;

what the impact is of the products of educational R&D
once they have been adopted and implemented;

what factors contribute to the institutionalization
of the RDU approach within "kvariety of organizations;

how linking agents coordinate the flow of external re-
sources to schools, and whether this helps the schools
solve problems; and

how efficient the RDU approach is in relation to ap-
proaches taken by other major disseminatidn efforts.*

Abt Associates' design for the RDU study involved a variety of data

collection strategies. Over the last three years, these have included site

visits to, telephone and iroperson interviews with, and mail surveys of cen-
. J.

tral RDU project staff, teachers and administrators, linking agents, NIE of-

ficials, and representatives of other federal programs for dissemination and

local program improvement. In addition, project documents spch as activity

logs, budget. and evaluation reports, and organization charts were used to

address many of the research questions ally, a great quantiy of anec-

dotal and descriptive data, plus site-specific analyses, were drawn from case

studies produced by researchers who were employed -for this purpose by each of

the individual projects.

3.0 'POLICY CONTEXT

The extent to which research influences policy depends not only on

tie quality of the research. Factors othePthaft the explgiatoy power of the

research design, Nalidity and reliability of the instruments, statistical

*NIB and Abt Associates form- ally eliminated this "inter-program"

comparison from the'RDU Study in mid-1978.
4

.
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significance of the data, and timeliness of the final report often determine

the degree to which and 'the ways. in which research influences policy. Its

influence is also affected by the institutional riaamitmener and personal

goal& of the policy makers, their involvement in the planning and conduct

of the research, and the relevance of the research-findings to.pehding pol-
.

icy or programmatic decisions.

.

3.1 .Role of the Policy Maker Interviews
4

With this in mind, Abt Associates has repeatedly sought out fbl-

icy make rs in the executive and legistative branches of federil and state

govern nt in order to discuss their concerns, infamation needs, and pol-

icy chores. During 'the ,spying of 1078,0when.the Rat study was new and

mutable, we.interviewed 25 educational policy makers about thiistudy's.

context, potential relevance, and design. Their conclusiodas which were
. .

ref lect4d later that same year in a formal report,* helped shipe the re-

design the overall study.approved by NIE.
"

..

lAt the present time, the study is approaching completion, and we

felt t it would again be useful to solicit the views of policy makers.
.. r .

Vie st dy's continuing policy relevance could be checked by sharing our

prelim nary findings with representative policy makers and exploring how

the st dymight influence legislation, administrative regulations, program
.

.

development, and other educational initiatives. Rather than affecting the
.

study design, we hoped that the ideas of the policy makers on this oc-

citsio would improve the study's remaining reports and the contribu9on of

our.findingsgto educational policy making.

-s

3.2 Methodology

Staff membersof NIE'S Program on Research and Educational Practice

assisted us in the selection of potential interviewees within the federal

government. In particular, we sought individdals who had eiperience in, or

were fragliartwith, policy decisions relating to educational problem Solving

and the use and dissemination of educational. knowledge. We also wanted the

policy makers to represent a range of institutions and responsVlities,

*Kent J.-Chabotax and Diane G Kell, An NIB Program and its Pain
Context (Cambridge, Massachusetts: t Associates Inc., 1978).
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including executive and legislative0officials involved

program development, research and legislation. Such ch
-

be LmObrtant in determining the: "overall relevance of

in policy development,

aracteristics.would

the RDU studi to edu-

cational policy and program development: specific executive or legislative

decisions that the studyikigtt influence; and a content and tone for the study

reportS4 that would be both technically sound and administratively persuasive.

The 14 policy makers who ultimate* were interviewed included ten

from the,executive branch and foUr from the legislative. They included the

Assistant Sedretary for Legislation of the Department of Education, the

Director and several Assistant Directors of the NationalInstitute of Educa-

tion, and Majority -Counsels of the education committees in the Senate and

House of Representatives. These informal discussions, lasting about an hour

each, occurred in October, 1980.. The full liit of respondents is presented

id the Appendix. -It is important to note that, due to executive turnover
_/

and the.establishmeht of the Department of Education, only four of the policy

makers interviewed in 1980 had also been interviewed in 1978.

,During the interviews, the policy makers were asked to address them-

selves to three topics:

do. relevance of the seven study issues to educational
decision - making;

policy implications of preliminary findings; and the

policy relev- ance of the forthcoming Executive Summary
of the RDU Study.

4.0 RELEVANCE -OF STUDY ISSUES TO'EDUCATIONAL POLICY MAKING

Generally, the policy makers endorsed the RDU study as providing

timely and useful information for educational policy and program development.

They believed that technical and managerial decisions on knowleigNdissemina-

tion activities, RkD product development and validation, and the general role

of the federal government ib school improvement .efforts could be affected by

the RDU- study.

Specifically, the policy makers were asked to prioritize the seven

issues guiding the RDU study in terms of how much they would value informa-

tion about- each one.* Our concern was to have the policy makers' preferences

. . .

*In two cases, this portion of,,,the interview was ,inadvertAntly-omitted.
Therefore, this section is based on the views of twelve of the fourteen policy -

makers- -eight exeogive and four legislative.

7
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before us when we decide on the relab ive co verage and emphasis to be

given each'*issue in theifinal reports of e RDU study. The results of

this inquiry are presented in two exhibits One contrasts thankings

of the study issues by policy makers in 1980 with the earlier r kings

in 1978, while theother exhibit d isaggregates the 1980 federal.rankings

into ratings by executive branch officials and ratings In congresbional

staff. Both exhibits relfect the average rankihgs to the vari-
,

ous issues by each group of policy makers.

4.1 Rankings of Study Issues by Federal Policy Makers ih 1978 and 1980

Exhibit 2 revells scce striking difference's in the average iinkings

assigned to the issues by the 1978 and 1980 policy makers.- For instance/

whereas the 1978 group stressed the paramount importance of measuring Product

impact (Issue #4), the 1980 group ranked that particular issue much lower.

While both groups valued impact datit as the "bottom line, of wh her or .

the RDU program was successful, the 1980 group members were m more ske

tical of the ability of any research project, including the glotudy,to at-

tribute impacts to a specific intervention in situations wh re other programs

or circumstances might have produced the apparent change.

In 1980, the policy makers placed the highest priority on knowing

more about the relevance of R&D products to the problems and contexts of

local schools (Issue #3). Many argued that federal dissemination activities,

both current and Immtemplated, often make the unsupported assumption that

R&D products exist to fit almost any problem and context and that only the

products' lack of visibility and availability have allowed the problems to

persist. In fact, the RDU study and others have shown that such an all -

purpose product pool does not exist; for example, there is a very limited

number of products relevant to problems in career education and basic skills,

atthe secondary school level. This can lead to dissemination progr ams with

unrealistic expectations on the part of program sponsors and clients, poor
,

product choices or adaptations, and eventual: disappointments that the program

delivered far less than it originally premised.

Another issue assigned a higher ranking in 1980 than in 1978 con-
,

cerned the management. of relations among external resource agencies (Issue

#1). The 1980 group put less emphasis on the pivotal role of the federal'

gpvernment in school improvement efforts and stressed the importance of local

8
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Exhibit 2

RANKINGS OF STUDY ISSUES BY FEDERAL POLICY MAKERS
IN 1974 AND 1980

Study Issues

. How relations are managed between
various agencies which have the
expertise and resources.to assist
local schools in problem solving

2. To what degree an intervention
program such as RDU can help .:

schools overcome barrIers to
successful problem solviAg
(limited access to informatiop,
lack, of planning skills,. etc.)

3. To what degree the produCts of
educational R&D are relevant to
the problems and contexts of
local schools -

4. What the impact is of the products
of educational R&D once they ha e
been adopted and implemented

What factors contribute to the
institutionaliZation of the RDU
approach within a variety of
organizations

60) How linking agents coordinate the \,)
flow of external resources to
schools, and whether this helps
the schools solve problems

How effigent the RDU Approach is
in relation to approaches taken by
other major dissemination efforts

A.

NOTE: The issue assigned the highest
average priority is ranked #1,
the second highest #2, and so on.

Average
Rankings by

Federal

Policy Makers

Average
Rankings by

Federal
Policy Makers

1978 1980

5 2

3

7

3

1
aI

It

1 4

4 6

5

4

2 7

9

12
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resobrces; eig...teacher education centers, universities, and individualFon-
. ,

sultants.
s
State education departments and other coiordnating bodies could

.
.

profit.theloolicY makers felt, by any information that the RDO study could
d .

, -

proVide_on how best to establish and maintain networks of external resource

agencies that were locally based but kn edgeable about the "State of the

1') .
..,

arts inschool iMprovemnt e nationally..
, .

TIOwever, an eves larger shift between 1978 abd 1980 occurred mlth
.

.

, .
. .

-reference to,the value A.information about the relativp efficiency of.

the RDU approach (Iiiue #7);.it lent= being ranked Se'cori highest in
,

. .

MEI tp idienth and last. in 1980. Due.tONiinzincial constraints, NIE and

Abt Associates had ofkficially dropped, a comparison ..of the RDU program with

other major federal Aissemination efforts from the R DU study after the first

rounclpf poliCy maker 'interviews had been completed Al 1978. This- issue was

inseikt:d in ,,the 1980 intervi;ews to detect any.changes Jr:the policy makers'

perceptions of itstimpoitr;nce. Some policy makers obeeaedthat they lost

YkAerest i this issue because the RDU program had ended, its mission and

organization Was not comparable to other dissemination eflOrtsf'and the other

efforts wers.already bping studied by The NETKORK 81 part of another contract.

4

4.2 Rankings of AtIdy Issues byliederal Executive and Legislative
Policy;Makers in.1980

ExhiL,3 Contrasts the 1980 rankings of `executive amd.legislaeive

decision-makers, ThyDepartment-of Education. (especially the.Nat4inal In-
.

stitute of Educatio11) represented the executive branch in the 1980 inter-
.

views, whereas the legislative representatives were staff members of the

Mouse Committed on Education and. Labor and tie Senate Eommittee on Labor

01.0

and Heiman Resources.

There was remarkable co nsistency between the executive and legis-

lative policy makers in ranking the study
.0

issues. Both groups placed the

highest priority on assessing the relevance of RAD products to local schools ,

(Issue 1.3). They also valued information about the management otextepea

Resource networks (Issue #1),..40verComipg barriFs to successful problem-
.

solving (Issue #2), and the impact of R&D,pr6ducts once they have been im-P

plemented (Issue #4). Low priority was arraigned to data about the Lnstitu-
*

tionaization of the RDU approach (Dike #5), due mainly to a general
e

consensus that not enough time bad passed since the RDU prOgram ended to be

able:to measu0 insttutiOnillfatkifi-;-- fl

.
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Exhibit, 3

,RANKINGS OF srmur/ssuEsx FEDERAL EXECUTIVE LEGISLATIVE
POLICY MAKERS IN 1980

Study Issues

1. How relations are, managed !between
various agencies which have the
expertise and resources to assist
local schOols in problem solving

2.. To what degree an intervention
prograr such as RDU can'help
fchdols overcome barriersto
successful problem solving .

.(limited access, to informations
lack of plannlng skills, etc..)

3. To what degree Nhe products of
eddcationsI R&D are relevant
to the problems and contexts
of local ichools .

4. gist the
of edu
been

edit is oethe products
R&D once they have

implemented

5. What factors contribute to the
inStiturionalization of the RDU
approach within d variety of
organizations

6. How linking agents coordinate the
flow of extern4 resources td
schools, and whither this helps
the schools solve problems

7. How efficient the RDU approach is
in relation to approaches taken by
other majordissemination efgorts

Average
Rankings by
Execut,ive

Policy Makers
1980

F

2

1

3
.

5

6

7

Average
Rankings by,
Legislative

Policy Makers
1980

1\

(

3

2

7

5

6

i.

4

11

1 4

a

;
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541.thOUVh .the executive and legislative rankings were -very

%

' ler, the policy makers often offered different reasons for preferr- ing

certain issues over others. Executive bran offiQials tended to stress
, .

the programmatic and research implications of the issues, While their

tounerparts, predictably, emphasized impacts on authoriza-w

tion and appropriations bills. For example, with reference to the issue

of overcoming barriers to successful problem solving (Issue #2), poliCy

makers from the executive branch focused on the need for information on

how to improve the use of advisory panels in existing programs (especially .

4

Title I), while legislative policy makers saw the ramifications of this

issue on the establishment and use of the school site counCilgenvisioned

the pending Youth Incintivestact.

5.0 poLiey IMPLICATIONS OF PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

While the final results otj the RDU study wirl not be available until'

the spring of 1981, some preliminary findings were already evident when the

policy Akers were interviewed for thig memorandum. Among the positive Tipd-

ings were the significant. number of local school sites which successfully

implemented new programs or practices, the low costs of the RDU program at

the site level, and improvements reported.by teachers in their curricula And

classroom practices as well as in pupil attitudes and behaviors as a restlt

of their RDU efforts. Negative outcomes' included the lack of externally

validated products in some significant areas, the low rate of adoption of R&D

products, a general failure to institutionalize,key features of the problem

solving process, and the transience of the educational networks designed to

deliver services to the schools. In order to give the policynakers an oppor-

tu nity to think'about the policy implicatinos of'the preliminary findings, the

list of findings was shared with them in advance of the interviews. This sec=

tion describes these preliminary findings and then the policy makers' reactions

to them.

5.1 Preliminary' Findings of RDUStudy

The prelkminary findings covin four areas of the RDU program: school

outcomes, factors affecting schog1 -level outcomes, program costs at the local

school level, and the design amimanagement of educational networks for school

imprcmement.

4
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School Outcomes

School outcomeS include _the achl6ement of both grogram goals (ice.,

.the successful
,

oamletion of a problem solving process, and' adoption and

implementation of exteclaly devflopel new school practices) and spinoff
, -

. a c-
effects (i.e., cmganizational changes - -suck as changes in decision making

. .

practices or ttie creation of new roles -.and personal benefits to partici:

pating staff). The implepentation of externally developed programs or

practices was widety achieved, and there is a high expectatiom of.their con-

tinued use; but tosiering the continued use of an improved problem solving

process is =ire difficult.. Spinoff effects constitute a major area of RDU
"--------

4,

'success:" ,

,

,,, a, .
.

Approximately 75% of the participating local school sites ,-

. remained' ids the Prograi% and successfully adopted and im7
plemented new programs or practices. In those schools 78%

of the'teachers surveyed in 1979 indicated that they were .

using the product currently, and almost all of these re-
f ported that they would continue its 'use in the future.

. .,

Most scbools implemented new programs or practices froMlek,

their OceSictss appgoved "product pool." Products Bevel;-
I oiled in.local schools with federal support for dissemina -.

tien:and ving (e.g., those supported by the NatioMi.

Diffusion Netw k) were mole widely adopted than map!'
products. The 'rate of.adoption of R&D products does

pot Mean that 'products. are sefu to schools.

Reasons for low D option include less asy access to

gateinls or to training for implementatio . ..,, .

proi all sources -- practices or research based - -tbere ap-
pe Ics.,be a .ack of externally validated products in
soup significant areas (ise., basic skills at the second -

, ary'levil, and career education produOts).
1

L
Teacher% generally rated the quality of the new programs
.or.practices they adopted very highly, and the new prac-

tices Were rated as having significant impaats an.the

sbbool. For example, 68% reported that the curriculum
improved; 70% reported improved materials; and 46% re-
ported improvedclassroca management practices. More-

over, on pupil attitudes, behavior and
performance were reported by teacheis:' 60% reported
great or some improvement as a result of the new program
or practices.

Principaa?rspoit substantial efforts to ensure the schools'
,Oontinued use. of the new programs or Aractices. Most prin-
cipals indicate 'that the new programs or practices have been

formally inopepOrated intp curriculum plans. A majority of

13
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principals also report that they will k to RiD.resources
for programs and materials in the futu e as means of solving
local school ,problems; 4

a
A.

In a large proportion of the schoq s, the problem solving
process was viewed as even more valuable than the new Mro-
gram or practice adopted. Teachers who acttvely partici-
pated on the local problem solving teams more frequently
reportedpersonal growth in leadership skills, self-

' confidenge and job satisfaction, and understanding of the
schgol. Overall) greatest personal benefits were reported
by the young, elemeitary school teachees,and by teachers
using the adopted programs or practices. In some schools,

1 . the process even ledto more major organization changes.

However, institutionalization of key featuAss of the process
(i.e., teliance on external resources, use of teams with high

\ levels of effort, strong teacher participation), rarely oc-
curred. Schools did not generally acquire the internal capac-.
ity and commitment to repeat a problem solving process like

' (that used in the RDU program,

o- utcomes positively. These program effects were as strong as or str.geo than

site characteristics (such as previous experience with innovative programs).

Abe chara cteristics of the adopted program or practice had
the strongest effecte of` any features of the RDU interven-
tion. Field tested programs and those which were difficult
to implement or which required extensive changes in the
scNyollresulted in highest reported levels of teacher satis-
faction and impact on pupils. Locally developed products

\ pond thpse which tequicedextensive local adaptation before.
implementation were less effective in producing these school
outcomes.

Participation and influence of a broadly representative 4
School based problem solving team with decision-making
authority were also significant in achieving strong pro-
gram impacts on schools. Particularly important ellments
othe team activity were:

Factors Affecting School Level Outcome;

Various featyres of the RDU intervention were found to affekt scfrOolN

A

- an emphasis on building consensus and a feel- -
lag of OrCgrai "ownership" through communita-
tiop With-teachers not'on the team;

- a strongly committed team leader based in the
school or district;

- adequate attention to planning
implementation;

- strong but tractful'intecvention by
the linking agent who could connect
the school with necessary resources.

14 17
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A key fictor in mobilizing resources for the school ,
...

. "level problem solving process- -and thegeatest single
category of expenditures to support change - -is the _

availability of staff release time for' teachers on the

problem solving team. , - '

,

Support, from the school administrator is'important to

the success of the effort, although active administra-

. for involvement pis more critical in later stages.df

the problem solving process. Modest levels of pcincf-

. pal commitment can .te counter-balanced by support from

the diStrict office. Turnover in administrators fre-
quegtly accounted for fluctuating levels of implemen-

tation and continuation.

/
.

Program Costs at the Local School Level

The RDU program did not incur significant costs at the school level.

Although the provision of federal funds was an important stimulus to partici-

pation in the RDU program, the schools relied more hSavily on district funds

and on the contributed time of principals anc teaaheis to support their RDU

I.

4

6

effort.

Program costs were generally low at the. school

lever. Pew schools had.casOsoutlays in excess,of

$5,000, including funds provided by the RDU pro-
'gram.

Each dollar offederal funds generated additional
resources at the school level worth about $5.

These "in-kind contributions" included uncompen-
sated released time of participating teachers,
district funde.for materias,and travel, and the
use of local facilities and equipMent. They also

included funds drawn from other federal progrdms
operating at thseschools, e.g., Title I, Title

IV-C, NDN, eto!'%
. 4

Personnelposts accounted for 85% of the total re-

sourcessources uied by schools participating in the_RDU-*

prograii. Most of these persannel costs represented
the time spent by administratZrs and teachers in
"group brainstorming, materials development, kosperch

reporting, and program adpfnistration,

kin addition to fundi ng given directly to the schools, ap-,

proximately $16,000 in federal funds were used to support-

each school's participation in the program. This estimate

excl6des research sAd start-up costs of administering the

pro,ects, but includes general administrative costs of the

RDU projecti,'the services of the linking agents and other

consultants paid for by the project, and the services of the

knowledge'hase staff.

1..m./.......1.-- 1,-"k
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4001
o In edition to funding given,directly to the schools, ap-

proximately $16,000 in federalfunds were used to support

ti each school's participatiol.in the program. This estimate ,

excludes research and start-up Costs of administering the
projects, but includes .general administrative costs of the
RDU projects, the services of the linking agents and other ,

cormultants,peid,fortby the project, and the services of the
1 knowledge bai?taff.

Design and Managementlof Educational Networks for School Improvement

The seven RDU project each establ(hed a network of organizations

that operated effectively in delivering services to schools. Abese networks

involved extensive relationships between local schools"intermelliate educa-

tional agencies (BOCES,.county offices, etc.), state departments of education,

universities and independent educational organizations. The educational

networks proved, however, to be fragile and tended to revert to previous prac-

tices at the send of the program. Institutionalization of new services or prac-

tices based on thi FDU program tended to occur within a specific organization;

institutionalization of new inter-organizational linkages occurred less fre-

quently.

In all of the RDU projects, selected materials developed
or skills and learning acquired were successfully incur -,
porated into ongoing dissemination activities within the
sponscrintegencies.

o ' Statewide networks were easier to manage and sustain than
those organized on .a regional or national level.

Networks that brought together many dissimilar organize-
Oohs tended to be more difficult to manage and sustain.
A particular problem for these networks was the clarifi-
cation of roles and responsibilities for each differerit
type Sof organization.

4

The timeline of the'RDU demonstration was three years.
For some projects (such as piejects with complicated

, networks, or those whiCh,involved organizations that 010,

.hat not previously worked together) this time was too
short to fully demonstrate the potential.ok the network 1

for delivering services.

A major management dilemma for demonstration programs of
this type is where the project should.be located within
the sponsoring agency. Many RDU projects were placed in
research units, or other departments that could hot pro-
vide a permanent basis for continuatidn Projects located
in opirrating program divisions, however, were subject to'
more pressure to emphasize service rather,than demonstra-
tion objectives.

por g
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. %Selecting a project director 'from outside the.pponsoting
agency (or one who is poorly integrated in the sponsor7
ing agency) occurs frequently in demonstration projects.
Tag project director's lack of familiarity with the prac-
tices ant norms of the isponsorfng agency often impedes

the demonstration's* integration with the ongoing actiOi-
ties of the agency and its longer-term prospects,for'con-
tinuation and institutionalization.

Locating 'linking agents' or facilitators in Intermediate

-
Education Agencies' proximate to the client schools facil-
itates effective service delivery and responsiveness by
making them more accessible as well as more familiar with
the scools' needs and contexts. At the same timer it in-
creases problems of project management, since linking
agents scattered over a wide geographical area are more
difficult to supervise and coordinate than agents housed
in or near a project's central headquarters.

The, types of formal training that were typically, provided
to educational linking agents and fdcilitators had little
impact upon job satisftction and performance. More impor -

tant'is the developmeni)of appropriate. job descriptions
and ccomunication structures to reduce conflict between
client and managemeht expectations.'

die

5.2 Policy Implications

The preliminary findings definitely seemed to inter

AO.

makers. Given the, set of findings' in advance of the iiiteelle

makers were able to identify policy implications, most of which

.simple adjustments to., existing programs, rather than massive ch

wholly new policy initiatives. However, many policy makers tended

the silicy

the policy

involved .

as or

to talk

t part,in ver general terms about the RDU study and were able, for 'the io

to re/ate only a few preliminary findings to specific aspects of their Work.

What Folly implications they saw and fell into four categories: policy

developmenViarogram development, research, and legislation. \-

Policy Development

One of the critical issues around the establishment of the Department

of Education was the appropriate role for the federal government in education.

It should be noted that the policy maker interviews occurred a few days befOre

the 1980 natinal elections. The Reagan campaign had been arguing for a "reduced

federal role in educational policy making and for dismanbling the Department of

Education. It is not surprising, therefore, that several policy makers chose

to examine the implications of the RDE study for federaIisia in education.

In .2 0
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A preliminaiy finding was that 'institutionalixaiton of the
* proCess rarely occured," although the RAID products them-,

selves seemed to persist after the RDU program ended. -Be-
sides being disappointing, these 'results prompted questions
about how the federal goverpmeht can insure that the funds
it invests in local iducatioh projects can achieve long -term
impacts n school management .amd decision making. Some pol-
icy makers contended that losal projectsare too dependent
on federal funds (an argument somewhat negated by the RDU
finding that every $1 in federal funds leveraged $5 in local
resources), and are reluctant to continue the project once
federal.involvement,cesses.

The RDU finding that locally-based external resource agen-
cies were important factors in program success led a few.
policy makers to conclude that federal funds should be
chanzieled through teacher education centers, universities,

C and the like, since these .aiencies seem to be effective
change agents and are likely to be around'even after the
federal program ends. Building'a lOcal capacity in provid-
ing external resources to schools should receive a higher
priority, they felt.

Two policymakers contended that the issue of appropriate
channels forfederal aid to education had policy implica-
tions beyond just. institutionalization of a product or
process. .Within the Department of Education, the dilemma
is whether federal funds should be passed through inter-

.

mediate agencies Co recipient institutions Sas is the case
in Title IV -C where state education departments turn fed-
eral funds over_to local school districts) or should be
awarded directly to the institutions that will use them

f (in a.manner similar to the PIPSE program). The RDU study,
. .Ir they observed, has findings that will support both Bides

.of the argument. .

The RDU study uncovered multiple federal(progyams at al-
most all RDU sites ;. including NDN, rirc, Title I,.etc
.In addition to complicating Abt Associates' attribution

, of perceived school outcomes to the RDU intervention, the
°federal overload,' as one policy'maker Put it, contrib-
utes to duplication of services, overlapping and competing.
administrative structures and little coordination Qf ef-

i
.1

fort. It also exaggerates the power of the federal govern-
,. sent in school decision making. In the minds of a few poi- .

icy makers, this again raised the perennial issue of whether
federal funds now allocated on a categorical basis should be
converted into bloc grants whose expenditure is largely'left
to the recipient agency. While accountability and federal
control would be lespened, the policy makers conceded,,con-.

validation might facilitate better plahning, more
ity in resource use, and a less obtrusils federal role.

d.
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Program Development
_

The policy makers pointed out several examples of how the_HDU study's

preliminary findings might influegoe future program development, particular-

s ly in knowledge dissemination an utilization. R&D projects, linking agents,

and in-service activities were mmon4 the topics surfaced during the inter:-

views. ihe policy makers emphasized, however, that program development would

not necessarily mean the mounting of new programs as much as refinements in

existing programs. New programs have considerable startup costs and oftep

tail to capit9pize on previOus experinece and established network.

An issue raised during the 1978 series qf policy maker f

interviews was the applicability of an agricultural "ex-
tension agent" model to education in which a national com-
munication network could be established to inform educa-
tional practitioners about innovative educational products.
Although this model is not as prominent in 1980, the poi -
icy.makers were still interested by the RDU finding that
the *assistance of external linking agents increased the
impact of the program on the school as a whole, and the
predicted continuation of aspects of the problem solving
process." Since another RDU finding was that the EF0,In-
ity of the linking agentfto the schools facilitated ser-
vice delivery, an executive policy maker observed that
this probably supported the extension agent model because
the extension agent is also headquartered locally and not
sent out from astate capital or Washington, D.C.

However, despite, the preliminary findings, skepticism about
the value of linking agents is prevalent, as one congressional
staff member argues that-these linking agents should not be
federally funded, even in HIE dissemination programs, because ---
the federal government has already "picked up the tab* for the
product or process being disseminated, anti "if the states want
linking' agents, tlIgy should pay for them."

el' The RDU finding of a lack'of externally validated products
in career education and 1n-service education seemed to pol-
icy makers to have several programmatic implications. Are
the validation standards. set by JDRP and others relevant
to the needs and context" of local schools? Can we really
validate products in carper education or in-service? What
other forms of'validatiop need.to be considered?

The general lack of R&D products relevant to secondary
schools also troubled many policy makers who urged that
this level be given greater attention in fUture product

(, development efforts.

The availability of training for implementation woe
found bythe RDU study to be a key factor in product
adoptiom. *Products developed in local schools with

I.
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federal support for dissemination and training (e.g. NDN)
were more 4idely adopted than R&D products. A few policy
makers stressed the importance of connecting dissemination
with ptaff development and the futility of expecting prod-
ucts to be adopted based -on -their "good looks" alone.
Staff development aids dissemination by selling innovation,
allaying staff fears about product complexity, and build-
ing a team spirit necessary for successful implementation
of the product being disseminated. Likewise, dissemina
Lion promotes staff development by serving, as a convenient, '

relatively inexpensive, occasion for staff meetings (both
Nformal and informal) that may\improve not only staff skills

in the use of a particular product, but also interpersonal
awareness and group communication. The Department of Edu-
cation seems to have recognized this relationship in the
establishment of a Deputy Assistant Secretary for Dissemi-
nation and Professional aimprovement.

.Several policy makers thought that any attempt to link
dissemination with staff development should consider the
RDU finding of importance of providing teachers with
adequate released the to participate in these activities.

The negative effects of the short "timeline allotted to the
RDU r ram (3 years) disturbed two of the policy makers.
Both felt that most federal programs (and no o y n u-

catton) expect results too quickly and fail to provide for
adequate start-up time for planning and organizing.. Rush-
ing a program's implementation only impairs the service and

threatens the program's credibility in the short and long
' term.

.0 The RDU Study found that support from the school admiftis-

- trator is important to the success of the'RDU effort, par-
ticularly in the later stages of the problem solving proc-
ess. According to an executive policy maker, this finding
is consistent with other research with Tespect-to the 4

critical role of the principal or other school administra-
tor in knowledge utilization-and problem' ol4ing and rein-
forces

Administrator e

forces the need for, and pay influence the content of,
dministrator Training Program now being considered by t

Department of Education.

'

The RDU program was envisioned as an "action research"

would not only help schools solve locally defined problems t also/contri-

bute to existing Rhowledge about how schools use rational oblem solving

techniques in selecting and implementing ext ally devel RAD products.

Since research is almost never intended to have tha ylinal word" on the sub-

ject, the RDU study should have' implications for the research' agenda of't4e

23



Department of Education, especially tn the National Institute of Education.

%
The study's preliminary findings seemed to stimulate a few policy makers in-

to thinking of areas which should.te emphasized in our final report if pas-

sible, or where future research projects could build on the RDU experience.

t

The RDb study pointed to a number of characteristics that
seemed to encourage schools to adopt particular R&D prod-

.

ucts, e.g. availability of training,'cost and time demands,
'and access to supplementary materials. More research needs
to be done on which product characteristics most interest
teachers-since they will be the ones most responsible for
implementatibn and student contact. Also, the R&D products
developed by the_labs tended to be moreikpensive than those
developed elsewhere - -how critical is the cost factor.in the
adaptation decision?

i' The RDU program used seven different delivery systems orl
projebts In serving and researching schools. the proj-
"erts varied in their leadership, organizational nesting ,)
and structure, use of intermediate resource agencies and

linking, agents, problem solving strategies, and other
components. Is there an "ideal" project in terms of suc-
cessful implementation and institutionalization bf theg_procesa2Of R&D products_

.

/ "..

Linkeng agents played a key role in the RDU program. What
. lakes asuccessful linking agent -- education, experience,

personal traits, amount of initiative taken? Should link -
ng agents be used to foster staff development, access ex-

ternal resources, alter internal decision making processes?

The RDU study is the latest in a series of major federal
Iforts to study knowledge disseminatifon and educational
change. Its moat notable predecessor is the RAND change
agent study. How do these two studies relate? What do
they tell ua atao-u-t the effiCICT-rif-echcia. improvement
effortsr,.. . "

Over $16,000 in federal funds were used to support each
school's participation in the RDU program. Row does
this funding level compare with other federal dissemi-
nation programs'? Does any relationship/exist betweeh
program costs and outcomes?

Legislation

j

Policy makers drawn from thestaffs of Congressional committees were

most definitely interested in the potential impact of RDU study findings on

'pending educational legislation. No one claimed that the RDU study would

profoundly alter any appropriations or authorization bills, but they did see

a few instances of likely influe7e.

s.. ,

o
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t" siss"/ ill

According to the policy makers, the Youth Incentives Act
now pending in the Congress could be most influenced-by
the RDU study. Its current version emphasizes the use
ofstate and local education agencies to improve the em-
ployment prospects of economically poor and educa.tionally
disadvantaged high school students through/among other
things, a sustained effort at improving their basic skills.

The policy hikers were concerned by the RDU study finding'
that there were so few externally validated R&D products
in career education or basic skills that fit secondary
schools. This problem would have to be reflected in the
legislation, they felt, by instructional strategies that
were not dependent upon R&D productb-dr by support for the
development of R&D products relevant to the needs aAd con-
texts of high school students.

The RDU study.might prompt Congress tO*reconsider its
elimination from the Act of a 15% set-aside of teacher
training funds in view of the apparently close connec-

between knowledge utilization and professional de-

. velopment

The Youth Incentives Act might also be affected by the
findings about local problem solving teams. "School

site councils" are supposed to advise local educators
on how tozimplement the Act. How can these councils be
made mot( effective and influential instead of serving,
like many advisory panels, asImere "window dressing?"

Yindingslabout local problem solving teams might also
affect the Title I Advisory Councils and the advisory
councils established under the Vocational Education Act.

Two titles of the Elementary and Secondary,Education Act
were considered by the policy makers tp be potentially
affected by the RDU study. The finding about the lack

_____of_Raproducts_for secondary scpools could prompt dis-
cussions of the extension of Title I to high schools,
including the appointment of Title I teachers. Title II
sponsors demonstration programs in the basic skills--has
the RDU study added enough new knowledge to what is known
About encouraging basic skills improvement to affett the
mission or operations of Title II?

Generally speaking, the policy makers observed that the
RDU findings eggld be used to improve the dissemination
component of any legislation with a school improvement
focus.

6.0 ENHANCING THE POLICY' RELEVANCE OF THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As currently envisioned, the Executive Summary will be a synopsis

of the major findings and policy implications of the RDU Study. It will

__ _rely on prior data collection and analysis,to summarize what we have learned
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about the RDU program andoste a limited extent, how that

contribute to educational research and decision making.

the policy maSermecommended thatthe Executive Summary

information mint

Given such a made',

should be:

,.

targeted at the highest levels-of decision making, e.g.
the top management of the Department of Education and
the chaiimen and staff directors,of education committees
in the House and Senate:

111, kept as brief-as possible (no more.than 15-20 pageS) in
order to encourage these executives to read it;

.orgahizeteither around significant themes (local action
teams, finking agents, intetorganizational networks, etc.)
or major audiences (policy makers; researchers, and prac-
titioners) so that readers can locate and concentrate on
topics that most interest them.

'focused on positive aspects of the RDU program thai could
be replicated elsewhere; and

concerned with recommending future agendas forr both prac-
. tics and research.

However, the results of the policy maker interviews also suggested

that an Executille Summary per sa,,may not be the most effdetive dissemina-

tion vehicle qreis, the RDU study. It may not be derailed or assertive enough

to influence educational policy making. This 'judgment is based on several

factors:

Until they had read the preliminary findings, most of the
' policy makers in the Department of Education had very

little if any knowledge of the RDU program. This problem
is likely to be-compounded by the imminent change in Ad-
ministrations. Moreover, even after they had studied the
findings, many policy makers, were able to distuss its pol-

o icy relevance only in general terms. They offered detailed
policy implications, only after prodding by the Abt Associ-
ates'interviewers: Thirmost effective technique seemed to
be for the policy makers to surface a'pending programmatic
or legislative decision and then discuss With the Abt intei-

viewer which RDU findings might be applicable. Few could
lake the findings as is and apply them to educational policy 4F
inj any systemmatic manner. By no means should thisbe in-
terpfeted as a criticism of the policy makers. It is more

a recognition of,the low visibility that a study of the RDp
program gan naturally command in the turbulent policy envi-
ronment-in which'these officials operate.

f

Another indication, of theRDU study's difficulty'in attract-
ing attention is the fact that several senior officials in
the Departient of Education suggested, by NIE and contacted

23
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1 by Abt Associates either refused to be interviewed or 'cane'
called after they hadre;d1,the findirigs (usually because the
"RDU ptogtam haeno're/iVance for me.").

An executi'e summary organized around the major reports or
) cemponente pi the RDU study may be ineffective in stimulat-

ing interest and utilization of .its findings. The policy
mdker'interviews demonstrated that policy makers tend to
think moredefinitively in terms 6f concrete policy' initiatives
(ESEA, Youth Incentives, NDH; etc.) ban in terms of Abstract-
ions like' linking agents or interoiganizational networks.

Ter these reasons, several policy makers (and the Abt Associates in-

/
terviewers) suggested that serious consideration ought to be given to alter-

native ways mf summarizing the,tesulte6fthe mtr-stuty. Scee "recce:mended

that we discard a formal written report in favor of an informal conference

for practitioners, researchers and policy makers organized around the RDU

study. Another option was to prepare congressional testimony for the Depart -

men- t of Education toseeliver at the appropriate hearings.

One ternative th)ft was particularly'interesAing was to transform

the "Executive aJi" from an overview of the study's principal findings

p

into an "Executive Report" organized around specific executive or ledisla:
...

tie poitry,Vatives. There would.still be a summary of the RDU study's

methodology and conclusions, but the focus would be on utilization. Por

endplate there world be separate sections on the Youth Incentives Act, ESEA,

Vocational Education Act, HIE/ED staff development efforts, and other Alit

ciel3 explaining in dAtall how ttleir provisions would be supported or chal-

lenged by the RDU study. Suer in approach would clarify exactly how the RDU

.studymightbe used in poliCy or program development instead of publishing a

list of major' findings rd expecting policy makers to infer their policy im -

plicatlohe. It wOuleein fact,"sell" the importance andpolicy relevance of

the RDU study and, by extension& the RDU program. itself.

".".. 4
1%0 FUTURE PLANS FOR .THE STUDY'

".
.1 ,

-tie policy maker'intsi, sews were most telpfulrirr-thinking about

- %

the scope and Content of the, reports of the RDU sty?. It also
-* A

42Siattd °hi defining the target audiences en the audiences for the reports:

'71
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In the montpeahead, Abt Associates expects to u&liz'e the perspectives of

these officials in the development of the:

Of

4
PinAl Report ,to Practitioners; .

ixecutive Summary/Report of .RDU Study;
. and the

Report of the RDU St6dy.
4,

I
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APPENDIX

POLICY MAKER INTERVIEWEES

October, 1980

-

Mary Jo Bane, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Analysis, Department of Education;

,..
, -V. Wilrlai Clohan, Assistant EducatiOn Counsel, Ccomittee on

Education and Labor., U.S. House of Representatives;

Lois-Ellin Data, 'Sating Director, Teaching and Learning,
I National InstitUte of Education; ik

'William Ellis, Assia4ent nectar, National Institute of
Education;

a, ) David Evans, Majority Staff, Subcommittee on Education,
Arts

t
and Humanities, U.S. Senate;

Jean Prohlicher,* Counsel, Subcommittee on Education, Arts,

t
and Humanities, U.S. S ate;

Milton Goldberg, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Dissemina-
tion and Professional Improvement, Department of Education;

John P. Jennings,* Counsel, Subcommittee on Elementary,
- Secondary, and Vocational Education, U.S. House of

Representatives;
...-

ai\
Michael Kane, Assist

Education;

Martha Keys, Assistant
of Education;

Robert McMeekin, Office of the
of Education;

P. Michael Timpane,* Director,

Marc Tricker,* Acting Director, Office Of Program Management,
National Institute of Education; and

t Director, National Institute of

Secretary for Legislation, Department

Director, National

NatiOnal-Institute

Institute .

I

of Education;

Eunice Turk, Acting Director, Dissemination and Improvement
of Practice, National Institute of Education;

. *Also interviewed in 1978.
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